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Chapter One 
Introduction 
.' 
The vogue which Gerard Manley Rop~7ins now enj oys may turn 
upon him, and for a time eclipse his fame. Thompson and 
TeIlIlYson have suffered such a fate. As always, they have their 
admirers; but the 'grand enthusiasm' hat died, and with it died 
many devotees. One more exposition of Hopkins may help him 
along a like way. This possible ilL-service also may be joined 
with the conceit of rating oneself too highly in endeavoring 
to lay bare the meaning of Hopkins' coinage 'inscape', and to 
explain how it was used as a principle in the writing of a 
em and how it sustains the finished product. For, since 
opkins nowhere gives what may be called a definition of the 
rd, it is necessary that the meaning be inferred according 
o the contexts where the word is found. This is a dangerous 
roceeding; yet it must be done, should aqyone seek to learn 
opkins' peculiar way of world.ng. We have Hopkins' own word 
or it that this concept was of great influence in the 
Inscape, he writes to Robert Bridges, 
s wb.at he a:IAs at above all in poetry, and to Canon DixoD he 
alls it the 'sou1 of art'. It is spoken of time and again in 
he Journal in connection with all kinds of beauty, wb.ether the 
eauty be that of nature or of art. To one reading the Journal 
I 
It seems that Hopkins can think only in terms of· inscape: 
.,! 
through it he studies nature, and through it he works 
creatively as we11. Whoever understands the conc~pt, then, 
can better understand the poems. 
attempt is made. 
Such is the reason why this 
. 
.... 
There seems to be no reason against saying that inscape 
was coined by Hopkins. It is not foun~ in the dictionaries, 
nor do any of the writers on Hopkins suggest a different 
origin. Moreover, in a letter to Bridges, he speaks of it 
as "what I am in the habit of calling 'inscape', n and puts 
2 
it within single quotations. ID writing to Dixon he under-
scores it. Both these small facts iIrlicate that the word is 
peculiar to him and that he wishes to show this to his friends, 
lest they waste time searching the dictionaries for something 
not to be found. The etymology is as easy as the origin. 
Consulting the dictionary, we see that it is a combination of 
the prefix in-, meaning 'within, inside', and -scape, which 
is a 'combining form denoting a specified type of view, or a 
pictorial representation of such a view'. The type of view 
which is spoken of is one that 'can be comprehended by the 
eye in a single glance, or one that can be seen from a sirigle 
point' • The specified type of view indicates whether the 
-scape be a landscape, a ~scape, or the like. Defining, by 
way of example, a word that we already know, we see that a 
I 
landscape is a portion of land or terri tory which the el-e can 
comprehend in a singl.e view, or the portion seen from a single 
point; also, it is the pictorial representation ot such a 
3 
view of land. By analogy inscape can be defined as the internal. 
aspect of a thing which the eye can~llPrehend in a single view, 
or from a single point. This is but a nominal definition, far 
from Hopkins' meaning; yet it is a beginning. Let us try for 
• a more direct understanding of the word by looking at it in 
some contexts. 
Inscape first appears in a set of notes on Parmenides. 
These notes are made quite difficult, both by the matter, Which 
is Parmenides' notions of Being and Not-being, and by Hopkins' 
use not only of inscape but also of a number of other words 
which he either coins or uses in peculiar and personal. 
significances. Two passages, however, give an insight into .... 
the meaning of inscape, and for that reason they are quoted. 
~ i.4""n., . may roughly be expressed by thiIJ.£!s are or there 
.i§ truth. Grammatically it = lli§ or there j&. But 
indeed I have often felt when I have been in this mood 
and felt the depth of an instress or how fast the inscape 
holds a thing that nothing is so pregnant and straight-
forward to the truth as simple zes and is. (1) 
For the phenomenal world ••• is the brink~ limbus, 
l.apping, run-and-mingle of two principl.es whl.ch meet in 
the scape of everything--- probably Being, under its 
modification or siding of particular oneness or Being, 
and Not-being, under its siding of the Many. The two may 
be called two degrews of siding in the scal.e of Being. 
Foreshortening and equivalency will explain all possibl.e 
difference. The inscape will be the proportion of the 
mixture. (2) 
I 
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To understand these passages fully, one must understand both 
.,' 
Parmenides and Hopkins; and neither task is easy. Yet it seems 
clear that whatever may be the full meaning of what Hopkins 
has to say, he is saying at least that inscape has to do with 
something wi thin the natures of thi~1, that it denotes the 
internal principle which makes a thing be what it is. Inscape 
holds a thing fast. It is often said of a picture or a poem 
or a play that it Idoesn't hold togethe~l; that Ithere is 
nothing in it to hold it together'. I urxlerstand Hopkins' 
remark in this sense. As we apply the phrase to works of art, 
it is here applied to works of nature. In another place he 
speaks of a picture in such a way as to bring this same idea 
to mind. This comment on the picture will be of use later. 
Here we need only note that whatever holds a thing fast, as 
inscape does, is something intrinsic, and is so intrinsic that 
it goes down into the very nature or being of a thing. The 
same is meant by 'mixture' at the end of the second citation. 
Mixture of what is not altogether plain. It seems to be the 
mixture of being and not-being; so that the idea can be para-
phrased very nearly thus: In each thing there is a mixture 
of being and not-being; this mixture is there in a proportion 
• 
determined by foreshortening and equivalency; out of the 
mixture which is proportioned by foreshortening and equivalency 
comes inscape. This paraphrase may not be right, but the 
passage gives one an inkling, and more than an inkling, that 
inscape is certainly internal. In other words, it denotes the 
I 
essence of a thing. 
The observation that 'foreshortening and equivalency will 
explain all possible difference' indicates that Hopkins had in 
mind not only an essence which was conceived in its universal 
, . 
aspect without individualizing notes~iout an essence which was 
particularized here and now. Hopkins does not restrict 
inscape to this meaning; but the fact ¥hat he does use it thus 
is one of the reasons why in the second chapter substantial 
form and individuality are discussed, and is the reason Why 
this meaning is taken as the primary one. 
The Parmenides was written in 1868, probably in the first 
quarter of the year. In July of the same year Hopkins is in 
switzerland for a holiday just before entering the Jesuit 
novitiate at Roehampton. The diary he begins on this trip and 
keeps continuously up to the first months of 1875 is the 
Journal of the IINote-books and Papers." Throughout this 
journal there is an extensive use of the word inscape. It is 
a use meant of course for his own eyes, and consequently is 
not always very clear to us. The records of the Journal are 
most particularly concerned with beauty. Beauty, he says in 
• 
the not4s on Poetrx and Verse, is the virtue of inscape, as 
eloquence is the virtue of oratory. As will be at once 
suspected, inscape has here a meaning different from that in 
the Parmenides, although the new meaning is by no means 
disassociated from the old. Beauty, Which manifests itself 
I 
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outwardly, is of the nature of a thing and is as, deep within 
.' 
as is the nature itself. It flows from, it blooms out of what 
is wi thin; indeed, it is by means of the outward beauty that 
we can delve below the surface of things and come to know the 
beauty which is inward. So from the J:1aauty of man I s body we 
can know the beauty of his soul., and from the beauty of his 
actions, the beauty of his will. (3) 
,. 
On his return from a visit to Wimbledon Common to see the 
army in maneuvers and a sham fight he enters in the Journal.: 
-caught that inscape in the horse that you see in 
the pediment especially and other basreliefs of the 
Parthenon and even Which Sophoc1es had felt and expresses 
in two choruses of the Oedipus Coloneus, rurming on the 
likeness of a horse to a breaker, a wave of the sea 
curling over. I 100ked at the groin or flank. and saw how 
the set of the hair syxmnetrically flows outwards from it 
to all parts of the body, so that, f'o(ll:owing that one may 
inscape the whole beast very simply. (4) 
The li ttle study and practice in drawing that Hopkins had done 
gave him valuable service in observation of this kind. It 
either gave to him, or made more sharp that painter's eye, which I 
can grasp the external forms of things as expressions of some-
thing inside, can see how the lines and contours of the body 
fall into a proportion and a unity under the government of the 
inward principle. Hopkins notes a painter who had l.ikewise 
seized these outward forms. He aaw it in Briton Riviere's 
Apollo, which takes this comment in the Journal. 
7 
There are "1eopards showing the flow and slow spraying 
of the stream of spots down :from the backbone and ~ng 
this flow word- in and inscap4 the whole animal and even the 
group of them. n And in the same picture there is "a herd 
of stags between firtrees all giving one inscape in the 
moulding of their flanks and bodies and hollow shell of 
the horns. n (5) 
, . 
In making this transfer of meaning Hapii!ins is doing a perfectly 
natural thing. Although in our process of mowing we rise from 
What is external to what is internal, so that Hopkins first saw 
.. 
and realized the outward unity of creatures and by this pene-
trated within, nevertheless the process of the const1.tuting of 
things goes in the opposite direction. The inward principle 
determines and produces what is outward. This consideration 
-throws it into prominence am invests it with its great 
importance. When inscape is used to name this internal 
principle it is taken in its primary meaning. For so it names 
that, which so far as the thing is concerned, is its primary 
part, its essence. Any other meaning is a derived one. The 
first derived meaning is that in Which inscape s~nifies the 
external unity and proportion of a natural being. In this 
sense Hopkins speaks also of the inscape of flowers, trees, 
clouds, mountains, fields, as well as of that of animals. Other 
examples of the word in this sense need not be given. The~e is, 
besides this first derived signification, another, one step 
further away from the internal principles of things. In this 
third sense it means the harmony of parts, that is, the unity 
of cathedrals, of poems, of music--of all artificial things. 
I 
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Hopkins speaks of this proportion in a few places, and I give 
.,' 
a citation or two. 
It is well known of Hopkins that he was interested in 
painting. He studied pictures long and deeply. Something of 
. 
what he saw in them is left recorded:t.tn the Journal. They are 
principally notes on pictures which he saw at several 
exhibitions, and are bunched together !n the Journal in two 
blocks. Hopkins notes that in a picture of Michaelangelo, a 
work that he does not identify, there is a "masterly inscape of 
drapery It (6), and at the same time remarks: 
But Mantegna's inscaping of drapery (in the grisaille 
Triumph of Scipio and the Madonna with saints by a scarlet 
canopy) is, I think, unequalled, it goes so deep. 
Millais' North-Wesy Passage he does not like. 
This picture more unsatisfying than the others, want 
of arch-inscape even to scattering. (7) 
,... 
It is this comment which was referred to When I was speaking of 
the expression that a 'thing does not hold together'. We use 
it mostly of artificial works, if not exclusively of them; and 
in, the same sense we.say that the composition of a picture.is 
'scattered'. For the Whole picture must be designed, as well 
as each object within it; and as Hopkins noted the good design-
ing or inscaping of separate obj ects within a picture, the 
st~s and the draperies, in North-~ Passage he sees the lack 
of a design for the whole, of an arch-inscape. The thought 
I 
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harks back to an internal unifying principle, for when a painter 
.' 
is guilty of faul.ty composition, it is attributed, supposing tha 
his technique is competent, to a faulty realization of what he 
seeks to express. ' The thing to be expressed is in all. works 
of art the source of Unity. 
Since the matter of these citations is painting only, they 
are of limited scope. But inscape find, its application in the 
other arts, no less than in this, as will be seen. Moreover, ~ 
remarks on painting are enough to show in what sense the third 
meaning of inscape is to be taken: it indicates the contrived 
unity in a work of art expressing the unity of subject and 
theme which are in the artist I s mind. In this use the external 
unity of the artistic piece corresponds to the external. unity of 
a natural body; while the artist f s conception, which governs the 
external unity, corresponds to the internal principl.e and unitY:' ... 
of the natural body. Thus we find the word in one first, and 
" 
wo second and derived meanings. Because the primary meaning 
oes down into the heart of things, I have been bold enough to 
nclude in this thesis an exposition of certain philosophical. 
otions. Hopkins himself' was very near to forging just such a 
ink between inscape and the Scotist philosophy of nature, if 
rightll" understand an important entry in his Journal. But 
ven'were this not so, there would still be a place for philo-
ophical considerations. The philosophy of nature, Cosmol.ogy, 
I 
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is that study Wherein we investigate the ultimate interMJ. 
causes of natural bodies. It embraces all beings of the cor-
poreal world, with the exception of man, who because of his 
spiritual soul is treated apart. The object of its study is 
things which have in t,p.em a princip1tf ttf rest and motion, or in 
less technical language, but accurately, things Which can under-
go change. Cosmology, therefore, is the right place to look 
• for a systematic exposition of those notions which the primar,y 
meaning of inscape includes. 
But the matter should not be dismissed thus shortly. Some 
reason ought to be shown in the work we have from Hopkins' hand 
on the strength of which philosophy has a lawful place in the 
thesis. The slight discussion of music and painting in 
Chapter Three is well founded. Hopkins mentions both in con-
nection with inscape, and they belong, moreover, in the field .... 
of the fine arts with poetry. Not so philosophy. Scotus, who 
is the 'Bubti1e Doctor' of the Scholastics, was held in great 
affectilon by Hopkins. In his Journal he notes the last time I 
he talked Scotism with Herbert Lucas (8), and also his 
meeting with 'the only two Scotists in England' (9). He found 
satisfaction in Scotus' treatment of the very contentious 
problem, the freedom of the will (10). While he was in his 
theological studies he writes to Bridges 
I can, at all events a little, read Dm1s Scotu and 
I care tor him even more than Aristotle and more :Mal _ 
t.ban a dozen Hegels. (11) 
His afteot.ion was not disint.erested. He was enough taken 
wit.h the Sa.btile Doctor to connect ~e. great soholastic' s 
. .., 
thought with his own problems regarding the world of' nature. 
This is said explicitl1' 1n two place.: once in his JourM~, 
and again in the sonnet lMDI ScoWs' s Word, number twenty of' 
the POUlS. The sestet of the sonnet runs thueu 
Yet &hI this air I gather and I release 
He lived onj these we.ds and waters, these walls 
are wna,t. 
He haunt.ed who of all men JIOst 81I'qs If1¥' spiri t8 t.o 
peace; 
Of' realty the rares't-vein'd unraveUer; a not 
Rivalled insight, be rival Italy or Greece, 
Who tired France f'or Ifary without apet. 
This 80Dnet. alone a:t'f'ords basis enough tor a stucq Cir£ Hopldna' 
Scoti .. and ita connection with his interpretation of nature. 
For Hopldns never pretends to an -unreality, nor to a senti-
mentality in his poetry'. He never poses, never sq. a tJliDg 
to gain an etf'ect unless he heartily' believe his 8~. If' 
11 
,,.. 
he said that Scows is • of' real.ty the rarest-veinfad unraveller', 
he meant siJapl;y what he S&y81 that t.o his IIiDd no philosopher 
untangles the JDTsterles ot creation as well as Scows. 
But he says more. In 1881 he put down 80_ cOlllDlent on the 
Spiritual Exercises of' St. Ignatius of' Loyola. In these 
eo.ents he closes a l.ug passage OD the freedom of' the will 
I 
with a reference to Scotus and his theory of ecceitas, 1ihat is, 
of individuality (12). Almost ten years before, while he was 
studying philosophy at Stonyhurst, he had made this the 
I important entry I, in his Journal.: 
At this time I had first begun to get hold of the 
copy of Scotus on the Sentences in the Baddely librar.y 
and was flush with a new stroke of enthusiasm. It may 
come to nothing or it may be a mercy from God. But jllst 
then when I took in any inscape of.sky or sea I thought 
of Scotus. (13) 
In the light of these it seems that matters philosophical 
become sufficiently licit. That Hopkins makes the connection 
is clear. How he makes it, we do not lmow; and so the con-
nections in the thesis cannot be offered as certain expressions 
of Hopkins' mind. But the latter, although much to be desired, 
is not essential. It is enough, if by our considerations we 
are helped gain a more thorough understanding of the term to ... 
be coined. 
The first meaning, then, is examined philosophically in 
Chapter Two. The second meaning is omitted as not needful. It 
is necessary to examine the third, for it is directly pointed to 
artistic creation. This last makes up Chapter Three. 
By way of conelusion, it is noted that inscape is not to 
be joined with escape. In sound inscape may suggest itself as 
an antinym to the other word, but the two are not connected 
etymologically. In its root meaning escape signifies to slip 
I 
l3 
out of a coat. It is broken up not into ~- and -scape, ~ut into 
es- and -cape. Although in the many connotations of escape there 
-
are ideas which might lead one to suspect that inscape is its 
opposite, these ideas were hardly in Hopkins' mind; for he uses 
scape both as a noun and a verb, as w~fi as inscape. Scape in 
opkins' sense is not in the dictionaries. He was a thorough 
student of words, and went back as far is he could in tracing 
down roots. It is in no way unlikely that in tracing the root 
of landscape, perhaps, he hit upon this combining form -scape 
as a term which would well. express his ideas of things; and so 
took it up as a complete term alone, and also combined it with 
;in-. Scape conveys the general idea of putting things into 
order. The combination is used to signify the internal principle 
of a natural body, or of a work of art, from which flow unity 
and beauty; or to signi£y the outward unity and beauty which 
show forth the unity and beauty within. This definition will 
serve as a guide in the analysis to come. 
I 
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Notes to Chapter One 
1) Note-books and Papers, P. 98. 
2) Ibid, p. 101. 
3) An exception was taken to this remark as not being always 
true.':- This is but too evident. In the cases where it is 
not true, however, there is an abe~ation of' nature, which 
results from some impediment to the right course of nature 
and which does not invalidate the general principle. The 
principle of gravitation, for instance, is not invalidated 
by the fact that a book resting on a table does not fall 
to earth. When nd:. hing prevents nature from acting as it 
was designed to act, the principle I have stated holds. 
4) ~-books and Papers, p. 189, entered under 6 April. 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 
Ibid, 
l!2i.Q., 
Ibid, 
Ibid, 
Ibid, 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
192. 
188, entered under 16 February. 
193. 
182, entered under 27 August. 
198, entered under 9 July. 
10) Letters1Q Brid~es, p. 169. 
11) l!2i.Q., p. 31. 
, ... 
12) ~-books .sm.Q. Papers, pp. 317-328. Haecceitas is the usual 
spelling. Hopkins' eccei tas is one of many variants. 
13) Ibid, p. 161, at the bottom. 
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.' Chapter Two 
ne Primary' M8a n1• of IDSCap8 
It is interestiDg to see that Hopldna was fasoiDa.ted bl' the 
. 
... 
aspect of the world Which is the root of all Greek ph1lo.o~. 
The poet delighted to s •• the world c~e and vary, a delight 
Which i8 uttered all through hi. poems.. Bt1~ to the Greek 
pbiloaopller, change was 8. knot ~o be UDtied. His marY.l 11'8.8 
the tact that thiDge OIUl ohaDp. To the ex:pla:rul.tiOD o'l this 
phenoaenon '\he Greek ~eD1us set itse~, uut.il attar aJV' false 
starts aDd errors it culminated ill the rea1i_ of ArietoUe'8 
philosopbiY of :natura. 
How is it that thinss can cbange? How is it that the bread 
we eat goes tbroua'h our bodi.e and becomee us? We are not })read 
and carPots aDd. spinach and sou1, b\mdles o'l things. . We are 
euh of ue but OM 't1l1JW, and all the rest have been chnged 
into ue. Sccrtus (1) realized wi:th Aristo'U.e that chaDSe. could 
not be, unl.ess beiDg were endowed with two principlaa (2). 
Sd.'t, for instance, is one thing, but it oan become somethiq 
else. That fact oan be explained onq OD tae srOUDd that salt 
. . 
is a composition ot various principles. '!'his substance 11 salt. 
That means it possesses certain qualities which make i1# 
different f'rom this other substance we call sugar. These 
qu~itie8, which are known in scholastic ternu:' as perfections, 
must co •• f'rom some prinCiple that is in salt. This principle 
I 
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."e call its f'ora. Salt i8 a compara'tlvely stable 8Ubs~~, lNt 
it can los. ita qaallties 8lld be ebuge4 1Dto so~thlBB qu.!l'\e 
ditf'ereDt. lmo chlorine and so41_. tor instano.. ftese 
qU8l.1tle. are not loet 'bY' vtrtae of' it. tora, tor the t'orm is 
their source. ftere .. at' be, tb.eD, _other pr:1aoiple 1D salt 
b7 v:1r1;ae of which i't Call lo.e its f'ora of salt and take on th. 
i'OrJ118 of, sodiwa, or claloriae, or aD1-18. '-'his principle 1s 
called -.tter. 
.. 
'.rhus it 1. that corporeal 'beings are sald to contain a 
princip~ of motion and of' re.t. i'1lq are both .table aDd 
variable. 
Fora aa4 aatter are speci •• in the .e.8 ~ ac't aDd poteDe7. 
Ac:t :l.Dclu4es' perhetion, ot' &If1' kiDd'what_oever, ut in the 
corporea1 worlc1 :1_ :tora. Pot_,. ,'D.. eorelative o:t ut, i. 
capa.oitl' :tor recei"bg pertectieR, in th. corporeal world 
poteJley :I._ matter, or t:II.e capaeiV t'or reoelv1qr oorpereal per-
fectiOB. Under this la'tt.er aapeot, Blatter ls a pass:l.v. poUDe7. 
For, UDder thi_ aspect of' reoelviDg perfection, _tter fAJ.tfera 
the 1Dtl.uenoe 0'1 a cau.e, as a result of 1I110b it reee:l.ve. the 
peri'ectiOD. EYen whea t.he cause bruws about the les. of __ 
qual:l.V, ... t.ter receive. another in it. place. It is acted 
upon, aad so with reap*" to that wh:l.oh akes the chaap. and 
to that which i. reeeivecl, it i. pa •• :I. ... e. Sime the oause gi ... e. 
peri'eetloD to mat.ter bT eagenderiDg 'the fora of the perfect,ion 
in matter, the perfection can be spoken of aa c ~_ both 
I 
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tJle cau •• and the :tON, althCNgh it c ... :troa eaoh difttr-tl¥. 
. ' 
1b,e callse, aDd there i8 qu.~tiOD here oDl;r of' the ef':ticient or 
producing cause, i8 a reason f'or t.he per:teoti~D' _t it i8 an 
extr:lD8ic reason, for it 1s out8ide the being. 1'01'lll i8 'the, 
1Jrt,r:1D8ic reason. 'lhese th1Dga are til. CcmDOD op1D1a of' all 
Ar18tete11aaa, _t SoOt\18 does not ..... with certa1D 
SCbolaet1ca 80 regard _tter as pure~ a passive poteney. 1'11e 
• quest10n is whether, a1"thoup .. tter 1s'the souroe of oapability-
tor perteetioll am 80 DU8t reo.in the pert'ectio. f'r0ll aaotiler, 
there 18 8lQ" perfe.tien it has in its own right; 'Wbe'!AePfRe'r'1'-
tbiDg that it pos •• s ... is cODterred upon it b7 :tom. Scows 
th1Dks that it _st have some positive entity of its own. 
Jlatter Dlst have its own ~tual1t,., aDd &Ow.lit,., the be1Dg-r 
is of covse a perfeot.ion. This aetual.1ty 4oe. aot give :11, 
speCific be1Dg, it i. DOt so IIleh as to aOllDt to maJd.ug matter 
,,.. 
different ill Idad in al1 corporeal b~1Dgs, as a dog 1s d'l.:tfereat 
1n ld.D4 :tram a tr.e, 1)ot it is there. 
In order better to UDderstaD4 this actuaJ ity of matter, I 
let u. consider "~:,.8<7._1;_ in man i. cU.ff8P8Jrt, ':troll that 
in ph.eaphoNs. 'that .. and pbOep'h.oN8 are cU,ft'ereDt is obvious 
When the qu.11 ti.. ef phesphort.ls aDd the 1'uJwD, beiIW are coD-
'traste4. '.!heS8 differeDC8s rill come :trOll matter, or :tona, or 
both. Bat phosphorus i ••• ..-84 by the h1mm bod1' aD1 used to 
build up its bones, 80 that What formerly was phosp~orus now 
has new and dit1'erent pertections, those of the JIJ8Jl. It cannot" 
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scale of perfectioDS rmm:fng :tr. nOD-living matter up t~, the 
intellectual li~e of man' 8 soul, the 8at perfect form ill the 
corporeal werld. It can be said tbat tona .a the source oJ: 
speci:f'ic perfectioDS has more ettity than matter. Its entity is 
said to be more in a qua1:1tative way, at quant,ativeq. Matter 
must not be thought of as ha,,!,inS one degree of actuali ~7, while 
form has two, three, or four. 1\is would be too crude. tMore' 
describe. the greater perteatioll in Ic:iDJ and determination 
which belong8 to the entity ot f~rm, it indicates the 'apparent 
truth that the actuality of v.ge~tive lite is 'more perfect 
than actuality undetermined or Ullqual1~ied. In so tar as form 
contains the perfections of vegetative life it has more entity 
than matter, which contains simple actuality on1y'. 
Here it 'rill be well to rooUl that Arisw1ile sought for 
and. placed these two principles in a bod7. There was never 
a.rr:r thought that_tter and torm are two a~mplete beings 
separated :trom each other, &'Ad exiating ao. They allY81's are 
j oiDed "in a natural body. ~eohnioal.q", a torm alwqa iDf'ol'JU 
matter. ~e SCholaat1c8 knew thtt there 1s one" exception to 
this, the hu.m aoul., which because ot its operations indepe~ 
dent ot matter 18 spiri1iua1, and can exist apart from matter. 
All ot.l&er toras ot the corporeal world cannot operate 
independently', oannot ex1~t aparot. trOll matter; aecordingl1' th~ 
are called mater1al forms. SUch a ter. alW81'S 1ntorms matter. 
I 
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Every' aterial being then is a eoaposite, it is a ~on o"t 
. . .' - . 
matter and for.. The composite _ i. the thing that tru.l1' is, ~e 
thing that operates and changes. It is .. rmaaent .also, and:the 
union ot "torm and matter explains not only its instability under 
the action of an outside toree, ~t ":.0 its resistance to the 
force and its stability in itself. For since it is tl"Ul.y a 
union, the two pr1neiples tend, as it were, to cli. together, 
. " 
to adhere, so. that an outside 1D:t'luence is required to break 
,the union (3). 
We observe that the composite not o~ is s"table, 'but tbat 
it JII8.1mains an :f.ndepeD4eat exist ... , as the bird _1ntaina 
an existe.e ~.pendeDt :from the tree in which it hOu ••• , or 
as I btoII 7Ou. A be1Dg whioh exists thus is oalled a substance, 
opposed to it i8 an aoeideDt, a being which depeD4a upon anot.her 
for the -mteDSDOe of ita exieteDCe 1D the" wq in whiCh the , ... 
gleamng gray color of silver depends entirel1' upon the sUver 
tor ~e a1nt6DaDee of its existence, or as heaviae.s upon 
1e84. 1'his property at iDlependent existence, a troper\y 0'1 I 
great ontologio~ digD1V, is oonsequent upon the UDiOD o"t 
_tter w:l:t.h form. This union is llUled substantial, and the ~ora 
whioh partie ipatee in such a union likewise is called the 
substantial fora (4). A specified beiDg is produoed in the 
composite, and if speoified, also llD.Uied, tor unity is the 
result of joining diverse thi .. acoord1Da' to their mu.1;ual. 
relationships. SO that, when matter is 1Dtormed, there arises 
11". 
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a st,rict un1 ty o~ beiDg. 
.' 
Unit)" is ot JDa.DY kinds. Rhe1Jis ca~ is a unit.; ao is 
Da Vinci's Last SUpper, so is the Fifth SympholV'. Theae, 
philosophioally, are accidental un1ti~&, since the UBity fit 
...... 
each arises out of a certain. artificial grouping ot 8Ccide~ts 
such as ngure, co1or, sound. '!'he)" are not natural bodiea. 
'!'here ia another ld.Dd, a substantial ~t)", in the elaents,. 
1n treea, hora.a, or any living tb.1Dg. 'fbat au.betaut1al ua1:tT 
i8 more per:f'eot thaD accidental unitT ia .. parent., tor if ~t 
unity be destro)"ed, the 601. i& d~st.r07ed. _h ia oertaiD1T 
not the oue with accidental lIn1:ty. Unity; ot whatever ldDd, 
18 near akin to iD_ape, in HopldD8' wrds it is the 'virtue 
ot 1Daoape to be d1.at1Dctiye' (6). In philosopl'q' we ahould 
sq that it. is the virtue o~ fom to be dist.1Dotive, ad e_. 
of the c118t.iD&Uiah1Dg teat.ves whether ~ ~ora or 1ueape w:l.1l,.. 
be the unitT which is c.lllllmioated t.o the beq, the total. bocV 
will be eliatiDe'iY. by the JI8Dtler or skill in which diY4Ir.e 
tb1JWs are J o1Ded together within it. I 
-
In the .. aniDg of i_cape, however, there i8 more than thia 
subatantial un! tT • SUbstantial 'lora gives a spec:1fied • 
dist1DctioD, 'bt.1t it sqs aotb.1Dg ot 1DcUvidual. diat.1Dcticm. 
The substaDtial ~ora rd 'I:aJwan1ty in us tells 'Yih7 we are differeD 
from noa-llviDg thiDa' aDd.:tr_ o'ther anilla1a, it do.. not 
tell w'h7 we are differeat 1ftd1v1dlaala. OUr __ rieal UD1tT i& 
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SoJllethina other tile our specific unit7. Inacape is caacerned 
with the 1Dd1v1dual it with aaytbiDa at all. SO while it i8 
peri'ectq true to sa;r that the ccmoept of inaeap. us in _ it all 
that i8 1n the concept of su'b~t.ano.t tb.e converse is not. 
SUbstance alone is not enough. We DIl81f. add to substance a 
prine iple which individuate. the member of the species. 
For Scows a substance was made intividual b;,y an entit7 .. 
ich may' be regarded as being added to the substance over and 
above its essence. The essence. of a substance is the compo~it10D 
of matter and the specific form. Form confers upon the composite 
ose various pertecti~ns Which make one thing s.pec1fieallJ 
iferent from another. It is the compOSite, the whole being, 
tter and ~orm together, that is a crystal of' gold, that live., 
t thinks. Consider this essence witllout ~ relationShip 
o this or that individual, and it will be seen that. there. is ,.. 
reuon Wh7 an .8S"~, in itseltand alone, should 'be either 
is C?r tha~ 1Ddivi~. We do not differ b-om each other, ;,you 
I, by reason of the tact that _ I _ a composite of matter 
d a spiritual, intelligent soul. This mch is possessed as 
ell by 70U and all men. In Scotus' op:1n1on substances are 
de ind1vidualq ditf'erent by a note (he calls it a formalit7) 
ich is not included in the general concept of the substance, 
s one's individualit7 is not included in the concept of one 
It. has been said that this Dote i8 added to 
ubstance, as it were, over and above its essence. '!'his is to 
I 
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be understood as referriDg to the distinct concepts of ~b8tance 
and :1D1ividuality. The formality Which determines the 8t1bstance 
to be an individual is not dift'erent :trom the actual substance, 
nor from the ac,*ual, existing essene e. The two are reall.y 
identical, although the concept of ollf',aioes not include the 
concept of the other. When a form in:f'o1"lll8 matter, it carrie. 
with it such qualities as malte, "eUg. specif'icalq different, 
but at that union there 1s also con:t'errid upon the composite 
the quality which causes the individual difference. Thus, as it 
is the whol' composite which is specified, so. it. is the whole 
composite which is immediately individualiled. It will not do 
for SCotus that the prinCiple of individuation should be rooted 
primarily in matter, so that, through. the mediation of matter 
and its ~inciple, form and the composit.e become individualized; 
nor will it do that the principle .be primarily in form; nor yet 
is the composite alone sufficient. Individuality is exp:la1ned'" 
y what Scotus calls the ultima r'Nrit,as entia. Al.though this 
eal1ty is not to be r.egarded as somethilW really d1f't'erent :trom 
e existing composite, it stands in a relatiQnship to the co~ 
oeite somewbat as act to potency. Individtlation is the result 
f' a form, of some species of act, which for convenience's fake 
be looked upon as 1nf\1sing and embracing the Whole composite 
f matter and substantial form. 
Not every-ODe f1n4s Scotus' notion and explanation of 
ndividuality sufficiently clear. Scotus himself admits 
I 
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difficulties in this respect. The obscurity, be it rea.;. or. 
apparent only, may lie partly' i~ the negative approach which. 
scotus take s towards his theory. He begins by dismissing all. 
current theories on the ground that each one presents certain 
difficu1ties under which they cannot :;a\and. He leads himself' 
to his own position by' a kind of process of el1minat.ion. One 
ID\,1st not, however, think that there are no positive reasons .for 
.. 
his theory. Among them is the necessity for Scotus of findiJW 
an explanation for a direct knowledge of individllal being, 
Many other Scholastics, of whom st. Thomas of Aquin is the 
most important, had been led by their theories to hold that the 
. . 
intellect does not know individual thinge directly. st. 
Thomas' position is that the intellect knows only the torm 
directly, and knows the individual by 'turning to' the sensi-
tive image of the thing in the sense organ. Scotus. was con-
.... 
vinced that the individual was known d:lrectly, and this brought 
him to a theo17'. in Which the principle of individuation em-
braced the whole composite, was identified with it. It is 
therefore legitimate to suspect that this point in the Scotist 
philosophy of nature was particularly appealing to Hopkins. 
His awareness of individual beauty was remarkably keen, anq it 
was the prime thing he sought for in every artist' s work. 
He was a poet ••• fUll of feeling ••• ~ but the essential 
and only lasting thing left out-- what I call inscape, 
that is species or individually-distinctive beauty of 
style. (6) 
I 
No philosopb¥ could have satisfied this bent of his mind unless 
.' 
it allowed a direct knowledge of' the individual, which Hopkins 
saw so clearq. To the consideration ot Scotus' and Hopkins' 
similar attitudes towards the individual., should. be added the 
fact that when Hopkins 8lQ'S he is 'fl'l~ with a new stroke of 
enthusiasa' and thinks ot Scotus whenever he t.akes in an inscape, 
he is reading the work in which Scotus treats individuation BlOst 
extensive 17 , the ~o!"!!ntaa on the sent~es of' Peter LoDibard.(7) 
w. are now in a pos it ion to co-rela:t.. the notions. of' sub-
stance and the principle ot iDdividuation with iDHape. The 
present chapter reters to inscape only' in its first meaning, 
ere it names the essence o't a thing. Matter and torm likewis. 
constitute aD essence, although not an individual essence, so 
t individl1alSty must be added in order to make an equation 
th inscape. From the explanation of matter and'torm it ia 
lear that theae two principles, as inscape, 'hold a thing f'ast', 
q shape a baiDg iuto sometJdng definite aDd distinct, they 
amp it with ita spec1t'ic character. Add 1:;0 this the being's 
ndividualitJ', which sata it alone and apart from all. other 
embers of' ita class. Roses dif'f'er :trom violets according to 
heir different inscape~; according to their inscapes roses 'also 
iffer amoug themselves. Since the inscape marks upon a beuw 
ts generic and individnal character, it is apparent that it 
losely resembles the philosophical no tiona explained, it mar 
an be idenUcal with them. 
I 
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The Grown of al1, whether of essence and :f.nd1viduality or ot 
. ~.
inscape is unity. The unity of the species and numerical unity, 
and the unity of both when j 0 :lDed, are bound together so t:lghtly 
here in t;t;.is concept of inscape that the dissection which has 
been made in this chapter is artiticitJ,., only abd can never be 
na:tural., although there is. in nature a foundation for it. It 
was done solely to clarU7. We looked at the fac:t t.hat 8D\Y'"thiDg, 
a thrush, let us sq, i8 but one in natttre; and this we said is 
its essence. That a thrush:is but one in nuaber flows from its 
individuation. Essence and the principII of individuation are in 
concord, so that when form j oha with matter to produce a comp1et ~ 
being, that beiDg is a unit. Wherever form or individuality has 
been spoken of • inscape' may 'be read according to its various 
functions. Hence it is the source of all unity, both of nature 
and of number. This unif'ying. or inscaping, which is found in 
the tbrush and in all things not made by man, should be 1mi ta~.c! 
in music, painting, and poetry, and in all things made by hu.. 
I 
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.' Notes to Chapter Two 
1) Scotus is fundamentally an Aristotelian in his philosophy. 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
He is part, therefore, of a definite current of scholastic 
philosophy. Not all the Scholastics are Aristotelians, 
and those 'Who are interpret his no,t:1ons in a variety of ways. 
The fUnd of their ideas on which one can draw is exceeding~ 
rich. It has seemed best to spend time and space on no 
ideas except those of Scotus, lest a. long and difficul.t 
chapter be made bulky and contusing. No attempt at anything 
but a presentation of ideas bas beel\. made. A critique of 
them would be pointless. 
In scholastic philosophy 'principle' has a wider meaning 
than its every-~ one of la settled law or rule of action', 
as we say: ''He is a man of prine ipl.e. ft Its meaning is a 
source or cause' from which anything proceeds in any way 
Whatsoever. (cf. Funk & Wagnalls Practical: sta.na.ard 
DictionarY.) In this sense its meanIngs are numerous. 
The spontaneous decomposition of radium is perhaps best 
explained in terms of a form which is so complex in its 
nature that its instability is exceedingly great. Even 
radium does not decompose instantaneously. 
Since every perfection is co-related to a form, color t quantity, and all accidents are called acciden~al perrectio~ 
and are m beings because of the acc idental forms they have 
received. 
Letters ~ Bridges, p. 66. 
6) Further ),etters .2t ~ L !!..., p. 225. 
7) The .Qomrnept;~ forms the greater part of the work called 
the ~ OXonense. Individuation is treated in book II, 
distInCtion 3. Numerous references to ScotU8 on matter and 
form, and individuation will be found in a book to which 
this chapter is heavily indebted,_ :Franciscan PhilosORhy'M 
()x:.ford in .!dl.! xnI Centun, Doro"thea E. Sharp;oxt'ord 
UniversIty Press, 1930. 
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Chapter Three 
The Derived Meaning of Inscape 
In the second chapter we were concerned with inscape in 
. 
its primary signification. This sigrllt'1cation is of the intrin-
sic principles ot natural obj ects. In scholastic terms they 
are called the substantial princip1es, :hich together with th~ 
principle of individuation constituM an individual substance. 
The substance is a unit, for these principles are joined to-
gether according to certain respects which they have each to 
the other. We came now to the unity Which is commonly meant by 
Hopkins when he uses inscape. It is the kind :foum in things 
made by man, arti:t'icial unity. It may also be called accidental 
unity, but the word t accidental' is ilvoided because it is a 
term which can be applied to the outward unity of both natural 
and artificial bodies. In natural bodies it is the unity ot 
those notes Which our senses grasp; that is, color, Shape, 
.. 
size, and the like. Through these the object shows forth its 
substantial unity. Natural accidental unity is not, in a sense, 
necessary. A thing oan be perfectly one in subst.anc e without 
possessiQg a unity, or proportion, ot accidents, as a dwarfed 
man. But since the inward unit.y of substance will express it-
self in the outward unity of accidents if there be no obstacle 
in its way, the outward unity scarcely needs any explanation in 
its own right. We shall, then, go on to speak of artificial 
I 
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accidental unity; or, as it will be called hereaf"ter, artificial 
.' ' 
unity. 
In every kind of art there is such un! ty. It is as Hopkina 
says ot inscape, the 'very soul of' art' (1). Inscape was per-
. 
:; J, 
ceived by Hopkins to underlie the use of' air, or melo~, in 
music t and of design in painting in the prodUction of artificial 
and artistic unity. These two factors, Jdr and design, are 'the 
ana10gies which Hopkins uses in trying to explain inscape to 
Brideea. 
But as air, melody, is what strike. me most of all in 
music and design in paintingl so design, pattern or what I 
am in the babit of calling • nscape' Is what I above all 
a1JD at in poetry. (2) 
" 
Since Hopld.n8 names tbese two arts in indicating to BriClges the 
eaniDg of his coinage, we may wfll take them for our own eX8Jlple • 
An anal7sia of DIlaie is 'the most unsatisfying of all ua'yse • 
ttapt,s are made to shOlf in what preciseq the unity of a piece 
f Bl\1aio consiata, in What tbe unity fai18; but the results are I 
eagre. Nevertheless the little that we have does help owt 
erstandtng of the elusive unity of a muaical form. (3) 
Music "lfJIq be built up principal13 of .elodies, or it IRQ' 
If of _lod1e., it JJttq' consist of' a siDgle one or a group; 
d the latter ldnd may be of groups of related or unrelated 
elodies. Since form implies composition, and since composition 
s the uniting of diverse things, form will be had in DIlsie when 
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Richard strauSSEaY have been justified by a real absence 0;C, . 
form. It seemswday simply that the form was new, and so, as 
it was not familiar, was not pereeived. 
It is intemting to compare with the, foregoing citation 
;, '.'1 
a remark which ]~~kins made on music in the same respect. In 
some notes on PMtry- and verse he has the following: 
,. 
Mlsia Ii eomposi tion which wholl¥ or partially repeats 
the same figire of pitched sound (it is the aftering of 
pitched soUDi). (5) 
The word • af'terlr€' need not confuse us. As we sq a thing is 
done over and over, Hopkins in one place says it is 'over-and-
overed'. After:i~, then, means that the repetitions o't the 
figure come alOllgolle aft,er the other. Attering is part of all 
erae, which is ~e repetition of certain rhythms; and in music 
so we have af'teriDg, where it is a~ much a principle of unity 
s in verse, andirdeed even more so. Hopld.ns has ten 
epetitions of amelody in one of the songs he composed. (6) 
We t.heorizeri find this simple song form alreac;tr at hand 
7), and it is wemo look for the secret of the appeal and unity 
n the arrangement, If we hear the song and we do not question. 
1. (I am judgiDg from my own experience), we do not advert. to 
te unity nor do 'fIlioubt that unity 18 there. And the reason 
or this seems ~~e that the unity ,is ot such an elemeDt.ary r' as it were, lIIatural kind that it presents itselt without. 
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show as be10ugiDg to the right order of thiDgS, and that #II a 
consequence it 1s perceivecl in the perception of the so.· aDd 
not as a separatet.hiDg. We perceive the UD1tled so., not .. 
the un1 't7 0'1 the SODg; as in the ordiDarY course ~ things we 
perceive not the color of the 1eat', .,.-w. the oolored. lea:t. i'hie 
unity of melodies i8 b"ebt14 by' us even though we dieagree ~ 
haps about what eODStitutea it, or aclmo\Yledge that we cannot 
. .. 
hit upon the secret at all. 
'rhi8 JlUCh, howeYer, eeem_ to be b..,ODd dispute: that:1D 
the e1emeatal7 eo.~orm aDd its variatlollS there is obviously' 
a pattern in use which has its 8D8l.opteB in other lIltd1a. file 
genius who can apreas in DIlaie what he eea., can create a unit 
accord.1ng to tAis fonala; aDd those who are gitted W1th aa 
appreciation of DWJic or those trained to it, oan perceive the 
un! tY' of the creatlon. 
"'is s1llple musical device, the ABl etructu.re, 1a found 
almost un1verea~ in the chortls parts o~ 'POPlllar' 8Mtg8.(8) 
Although they are hack work, the uninterrupted recurrence of 
the torm shows that it bas a general and untiring appeal, and 
i8 by Dature an efiective grouping of melOdie8. But in the ' 
high .. IEsieal torms the a1"r8.lWement bec.-8 greatly oomplicated 
Of these higher forms the scmata, which beco... a symphOIV' i:t 
the composition be :tor an orchestra, seems to be the JIlOst 
pertect. It is a :torm· easy to explain and easy to WderstaD4. 
I 
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():a1 ttltC from our cODiieratien variatioaa, sillCe theae do not, 
cbaDge the hDdaMntal structure, we see tJ1at the SOBAt&. ia 
const..ructed out of two 'elodies which 81". expounded one after 
the other •• t.bat the htarer ay aka their aoqt1a1lDtanoe. This 
exposition is tollowed'b7 a c1ftelApment ''in which the melodie. 
are varied, put into ditteren:t; keys, brought into con:nict as 
it seems. '!'he outeo .. is the blending o't the two melodies w-
,. . 
gether as a unit, eallaci the reeapiwlation (9). As is 
• 
apparent, such a strueture gives opportunities tor rich variatio 
in t.'M _1od1 •• , atd lihen the complexities ot harM..., are 
added, t.here i8 little"aler that to the untra:1Dad ear the 
origiD8l. _1041e8 8eeDlho1l1' to be 108t. 
1'he tact that 1t is more d1:tf'icul.t to understand a JIIlsieal 
phrase or a _10<13" than to und-.rtand a senteneeor para.graph 
in our native ton&a', or a posture 01' the bod1', 1I1DG wq prOV'e. 
that by DUsic something 18 not be1Dg said, even though it is 
being said in the most general terms. '!'he material ot DIlsie, 
inarticulate sound aDd ~ are means ot expression a8 well 
as articulate sound, ard the _nata and the song fol'lll8 bo'th 
show a fairly a1Japl. pr~iple of inscap1lW am 80 01' orderi_ 
. 
expres8ion. Through 1',111. pr1De1plethe melodi.s are brought. to 
bear on one idea, piowt, or passion. This dom:JnaDt listing 
of all det,al1s to one end belongs in some way to all com-
position in whatever media. The traufer 0-0. one meMua to 
another can be made by a ID:1.nd that is wide enough to grasp 
I 
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several ~iel4s of 8D4e&V'or and strong enough to control pt_. 
It can be said tbat Hopldns claiMd to have done it. 
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The un1 ty of a _sieal lIOrk otten troubles us when we ~ 
to grasp it, btlt in painting it is not ,such an elllsive thing • 
.... 
Although not, everyone can detect the UBi ty at first glance aDd 
sq ''by thia, that aDd the otber thing' the art1st has made a 
unit, yet when it 1s poiDted out it 8e_ to b' quite clear aDd 
simple. We a._ to have someth1Dg tangible. 
Design. is the name HopJdns gives to the principle o-r Ul'1ity 
,in ~i11'tiIW. I have 'lound no one explaining the th.ory of' 
aintiDg whe uees the tAl"Dl, but all speale o't composit1., arrang 
ent, ha:t'J&ODlY, and 1 t 1s evident that all are speak., ng of the 
same thiq;r. For the point they wish to make is that the ob.i eota 
o which our atteut10n is directed in a paiut;1ng must be Plt 
intosom. k:lnd of order. It is necessary' 'lor the artist to 
etermine whioh object 1s more bIportant, which aspect of each 
e wishes to be s •• n, and this demands that the obJects be 
itdered 8II01lg themselve.. S:l.nce the painter will not be by when 
e loolt at his work, the work 1tse11' mst point out its own 
ean:Jng. Th1s is true not only' o~ the tbiDgs f'or whoae sake. the 
ti8t paiBts primarily, but of' the background and 8ubord1naw 
etails. They too, being part of' the pioture, help the painter 
s81' his idea and are ordered to the main point o't all. When 
is is done the p1ctUE"e 1s well composed, it is harmonized, a 
esign haa been created. (lOl. 
I 
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],andscape, for instance, a house and a clump of trees' wcwld be 
fUll spaces, the sky and meadow, aJpty space.. This procesa o~ 
balaDciIJg harks back to that of selection. The artiet mst 
decide how much of the lanclscape he 1ntenda to use, and wheth~ 
. 
the relative prominence of obj ects as .. lftt see. them is 1n accord 
with the idea he seeks to utter. Usual.ly the relative prominence 
of objects just as they are found in nature will not be good' in 
• 
a picture, 80 80IIle JII1st be suppre8sed and other8 heiPtene4. 
This selection has to be done with a glanee forward to the f'ull 
and empl.7 spaces of the picture, ~l'lCe the objects to be 
selected are 80_ to occupy them. ~'a balaDce between the .. 
spaces be st.ruck, the picture is harmonious am well des1gDed. 
The geometriC f:lgures into which the obj .te fall, the 
lines which lead one to the center of the picture, and the bal-
ance of the space. are m1.Jwled together almost inseparably. Bu .. 
it is ~'PO •• i1:Sl.e to separate th_ in mind aDd to give to each 
an own :fUnction. In stlch a case unity would be attributed 
largely to 'Ute figure tJLe objects' fall into, centering of the 
spectator's attentien within the picture would belong to the 
convergence of lines to the center; and ease am stablli t7 would 
. . 
follow on the baJance between full and empty spaces. All of 
these can be suaned up in that e:rtect which everyone acre.s 
should come out of good designingl That the eye does not .eek 
to roam outside the picture. It mq rea within as DIlCh as it 
likes, passing contimous4t from one object to another in a very 
I 
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maze, but if it is not satisfied to remain inside the. collfin.8 
sometb.1q has gone wroDg, the cOJllpO,it10n i8 at fault. lnacape 
should give the mad a lilce 8ati8taetion. 
It is UDtortllllat.e that Hopldtta doe,. not have much to 8tq 
..... 
explicitly on this matter of the lllscaping o't a picture. He 
doe., however, bave an .,.. for it, as i8 shown by his remark 
that M:llla18' 12£th-1Ulr PM-' leeks ',pcb-1nseape even to 
scattering' (11). This is but anotb.er wtq o't sa.y1Dg that 'the 
picture is so poorly harmonized and balanced that the '1" i. 
not held within 1t. The gaze instead is allowed to wander out 
of the pictur.; 1t is scattered. 'Ais comment is helpful becaus 
it poiDts direet1y to that desired eUect of composltien which 
was mention.d in the foregoiDg paragraph. '!'he other c ... nt. 
want clarity it the pictures are not at hand to be viewed as 
we read, 80 it is best to leave thea. 
The sle.tell.. wh1cll are repro4aeed in the ~Bto)t .lid 
PIAtFt are hard17 more useful. 'fhe principle. we are conaider-
1Dg look to the larger aspects ~f apicture; theY' govern the 
presentation of a whole sub.1 act. HopJdu slt,toh.. are not of 
such a nature as can serY' to illustt-at.e the priD=1ples. They 
sllow nowers, tree, waves, .rocks, mest nio,ly executed, but 
singl1' or 1n chanee groups. !here ~B, howeYer, a sketch of a 
man l1'ing down which shows some obvious d.s1p (12). '!'he man's 
f~e fal18 roughly into a dtamoDd-lhape and the lines of' the 
I 
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which is the center. The attention is first drawn to the book 
the man holds at the apex, and from this the flTe passes to the 
other parts of the figure. Two other sketches are iuteresti. 
in this respect. They are lfortjh BsPA.4,. Bishgat., . 4Uldpgepdtp, 
am. (13) As they are unf1n1ahed, i..,. 'is din-icult to make any 
real. critic i., but the ob~ecta in IQrtjl iQd are pla1nq 
arranged within a triugle, while the B'Bt.DAA shows thought for 
. ,. 
f\1l.1 and emptT spaces. 'lbe qualitT moat notioedl. in the 
sketch.s 1s a meticulous love for the smallest details, whieh are 
f'aithf\1117 and elegant,lJr drawa, but babits of this Jdad are not 
iDmediatel.y' productive of \tni ty and inscaping. 
'!'he fJ.ower of pattern in music and composition in painting 
is unitT. 1't the piece of music is one, the ear is satistied 
on hearing it, as the eye is co~tent to be bound within the 
1m1ts of a pi .... that is one. A poem too that i8 well ,. 
scaped satisfies the mind within the l1lll1ts it se1ia. l:~ should 
iva the mind .ftici.nt matter 'tor cont.emplatiOD. This 
uff1cieDCY cannot. be of such a ld.nd that the miDd need briDg no 
s80ciatiODS or _mortes to the po_, nor can one po_ present 
very1;.hiDg the mind can cont.rplate, bUt it can present a whole 
. 
iDg, aDd this it must do. Lack of wholeness is the BLOat 
ievoua of all artistic ~lawe, as such a poem as Robert Frost' 8 
e iUQ III tum proves. (14) In this poem the roads are 
ymbo1s and the fact that one was not talten'has made all the 
fference'. But the poem produces dissatisfaction because we 
I 
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baTe to guess without 8~lI1e what all 1ihis difference was about • 
. ' 
1'he 1n1ought is incompleU, The methods of poetry in avoiding 
lilte defect. finds aJlalo~es in maxt.Y t'ields, in the const! tution 
of natural bGdies, in thlgroup!ng 8ld relating of melodies, and 
in the arrangement of llntl aDd spaces in:l.p.,iDtiDg. Hopkins 
applies inscape to all ~se processes, but most particular~ 
to the workmanship of a ~ and its unity. We shall now se. 
• > 
whether we can discoverMa use of these processes. 
Notes to Chapter Three 
~rrespondenc~ with Dixon, p. 135. 
I&tter§ ~ BrLages, p. 66 
-
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In this chapt~:tr form is used in t1t.~ common meaning of 
referring to t-~e external structure of an artificial work. 
Grove's Dictio1b}ary 2l Musi~ ~ MUsicians, third edition, 
. 1935, the Macmdl.llan Company, vol. II, p. 268, under 'Form.' 
.. 
Jg:t&-bookS ~ Papers, p. 250. 
~rresp6ndence ~ Dixon, p.170. 
'!'he song form ::t:.s greatly varied. The most CODDIlon variation 
is AABA, which is the form of 'Drink to J(e Only with Thine 
Eyes' and 'Bel::t::.eve Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms'. 
others are ~ and AAABA. On the song form see ~ 
_ric an Histo~ .mg EncYC~pedia .2!: Music, Irving Squire, 
vol. on 'Theor=r-', PP. 179- O. 
For instance, t: Penthouse Serenade' and 'Can't Help Loving 
That Man' • 
. On the sonata =-:;.~rm see ~ Amez:ican History and Encyclopedia 
~ Music, PP. :1''94-198. 1:h!. COll'JIlon Sense ~ Music, Sigrrund A> 
Spaeth, is alsC) good. . 
How ~ stugy Pie<:ture..§i Charles H. Caffin, The Century Co., 
19tJ5, was very Jhelpfu in this matter, especially the 
Glossary. 
See note 7 of 1::.1he Introduction, .P. 14 
Note-books and _ Faperlh facing p. 256. 
l!?!S, facing p_ 22 • 
.6.e1ected Poems~ Robert Frost, Henry Holt and Company, New 
York, 1928, P. 1163. 
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Chapter Four 
Andromeda (25), ~, and Tom's Garland (42). 
There is a difficulty which stanis in front of us at this 
point. Hopkins says very plainly that'..ne looks for inscape in 
a poem, in both his own and others', and that he endeavors to 
inscape his own work. This is certain. But the most valuable 
• service he could have done, he has not. In none of his letters 
or notes has he explained what he does when he is at work on a 
poem. How he inscapes a poem, we do not know. He puts great 
store by alliteration" rhythms, and stresses in lines of verse; 
he sought, one may say he fought to catch the right words for 
the idea. But Whether he went about these things in a markedly 
different way unlike all other poets, it is impossible to say. 
This is noted lest anyone Should think that everything which 
.. 
follows is a presentation of Hopkins' methods of composing. It 
is not. It is an examination of the results of his labors in 
order to see whether, as a matter of fact, the poems are inscape 
How h. composed, we cannot now know. 
To prepare the way for the coming analysis it is necessary 
. 
to give a summary of the points that will be looked for in each 
poem, according to Which it will be rather simple to determine 
the presence of inscape in the poems and to judge it. 
Every work of art, am especially every poem, which uses 
language as its medium, must have an intellectual content. 
I 
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matter of a poem is discussed, it will not mean, as universal~ 
is meant, the content or thought; it will mean the element which 
makes the content external, so that the poem can be grasped by 
the senses, and, through the mediation of the senses, by the 
mind. 
As everything composed of matter and form has accidents, 
such as color, size, taste, hardness, s~ a composite of matter 
and form in the fi eld of the arts wi 11 have external character-
istics that are comparable to the accidents of a natural body. 
In painting, by way of example, the external characteristic 
in Which color is involved will not be the color itself, but 
rather the harm.o~, contrast, or some· like use of co lor. As 
regards size, it will not be the size of the painting, nor even 
the sizes of the objects within the painting, if they are taken 
separately; it will be the balancing of sizes or masses inside 
the picture. In a poem these externalities will be the verse-
structure, the chosen words, the al1iterations, assonances, 
rhymes; and all of these may be called collectively the acci-
dental forms. 
M 
All of this analogy can be expressed briefly in the follow-
ing proportion: as form, matter and accidents are to a natural 
~ody, so theme, medium and expression are to an artificial body. 
There is also this further likeness between the two kinds 
of objects, that as a form shows itself in the accidents, the 
I 
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vi tal prine iple of animals, for example, shows itself' iX;, the 
accident of sensation, so the theme or idea of a work o"f art 
shows itself' in the expression. In some cases this showing of 
itself on the part of the idea occurs so spontaneously that the 
parallel. between art-obj.ects and natur .. obj ects becomes almost 
complete. Witness the efforts of those poets to Whom theme and 
expression have come in an instantaneous flash. It is a fact 
.. 
too that some musicians have heard in imagination fitting 
melodies upon the first reading of a poem. Usually, however, 
the poet, who is the producing, or efficient cause, must labor 
to achieve the union between theme, mediWR and expression-in-
the-medium •. ,~ the poet as a cause there will be occasion to 
speak later. However great the labor of the poet, the po_ 
should appear to be a union between form and matter Which is 
fitting to both, 1:t not a spontanews union; and this sense of 
fitness is a criterion for a good poem. We know, for examp1e, 
that some poetic ideas fit naturally into the sonnet-structure. 
\Yith this tranSition, let us pass to the ana.l.ysis ot the three 
sonnets which give this chapter its title. 
Andromeda 
Now Time's Andromeda on this rook rude, 
With not her either beauty's equal ~ 
Her iDllD7' s, looks off by both horns 00£ shore, 
Her flower, her piece of being, dOODled dragon's tood. 
Time past she has been attempted and pursued 
By many blows and banes: but now hears roar 
A wilder beast :trom West than all were, more 
R1:te in her wrongs, more lawless, and more lewd. 
I 
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, 
Her Perseus linger and leave her to her extreme~?--
Pillowy air he treads a time and lwWs • 
His thoughts on her, forsaken that she seems, 
All while her pat,ience, morselled into pangs, 
JIounta, then to alight d1s~, no one dreams, 
Wi t.b GOrgon' 8 gear aDd barebill, thongs and. fangs. 
One can begin aDII.lJais with the 1Q'..ant Hopkins sent along 
nth this poem to Bridge •• 
I enclo.e a sonnet on which :r. invite minute criticism. 
I endeavored in it at a more JI11tonic plailmes. and severit 
than I have anywhere else. I cannot say' it has turned out 
severe, still leas plain, but it seems almost tree from 
quaintness and in aiming at one excellence I ma.y' have hit 
another. (l) 
If' Bri.es gave the 'Dd.nute crit.ici .. " we do not. Jmow what. it. 
is. Hopldna' own crit.icism i8 correct. The sonnet is nowhere 
qua1nt; it is not. plain; but. if we take severe in the sen8e 
that. the sonnet is stripped of &11 excess in words or ideas, it 
can be said to be severs; otherwise it is not. SUeb critioism". 
since it looka rather to external qualities, 1s of least 
moment. At. all events it is the last thing to be considered, 
for the plan 18 to work OUt.ward8 £'rom the inside. The theme I 
or form, then, JlUst. be penetrated to at once. 
The form i8 not obvious, for the whole poem is a symbol. 
Up until that point where one would a8k explicit~1 What is 
he sq1Dg? one might look upon the po_ a8 a retelling of the 
Perseus and Andromeda legent; but such an interpretation gives 
a very superficial meaning onl3', if it give. any at all. So 
many thi 8 are UtlaCcounted tor at 
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bOlds it fast, so it is the form ~ a poem, the 1nteUi.gi~~e 
element, which holds the poem faat, It keeps the poem together. 
I~ works ~tter and externals into.. unity, and gives the whole 
its unity. Far, in this very pairing oft and antithesis between 
Christ and the Church, between dar€er 8Il(J. rescue, there is union 
~. His redemptive merits Christ begets souls in the -order 
of grace and salvation. In this EI is aided by the Church, 
,. 
which, therefore, from time immemorial. has been called fittingly 
the bride of Christ and the Mother~f' souls. No greater union 
than that between h~band and wife can be imagined; Christ 8S¥8 
they are • on' flesh'. The metaph~ we use in speakirc of the 
Church as a bride ia apt. At the une time man and womD are 
diverse, 8l'ld there is a like div8ri1ty between Christ and His 
Church. The very symbol 01' the poct, Perseus who comes to 
rescue Andromeda am take her to 1'!fe, presupposes and expresses 
the union between Christ and the C'liureh "Which we call a marriage 
From a different point of vifl the inscape of the sODllet 
shows another Jo1ning of diversit:bsl t.be passing out of I 
suft'er1ngthrough rescue. The unilll b.tween the Church and 
Christ is static; it undergoes DClcbange. This second union, 
, 
which is complementary to the tirsti. dynamic; its essence is 
the change from one state to anotbll'. Its unity is lib that 
of the true narration wherein is rtqllired a succession of states 
The heart of such unity i8 in thisl tbat from one state the 
persons pass over into another that is logically the coUDter-
r ~ 
part, comp1ement, or contrast of the first. In the pre.tnt 
instance, we have again d1versity-- between the danger threat-
ening destruction to the Church, and her salvatioD-- and union..-
t.be logical connection between suffering ani rescue. In any case 
the connection would be logical, but tin there. is question of 
the ~. it is not only logical but neeess~. For it ODe 
looks upon sufferiDg with the eyes of faith and in the order of 
• grace, as HopkiDs does, victory of some kind is 81W&78 the final 
outcome for those who trust in God; and for the Ihurch victory 
is the fulfillment of the promise which Christ gave, that the 
Ifatea of hell shall not prevail against her. 
The notiou of unitF which has been used is taken from 
st. Thomas, not verbally but assentiaIll' (2). It may be de-
scribed as the ~o1ning together of different things, not aceord-
ing to their diversities (for then we have mul:tipllcity and ,. 
chaos), but according to their relationships one t,o the other. 
Christ ~ His Church, sutfering and rescue,.are related di-
versities. They can come into union, and do. Their union in I 
this sonnet is a prinCiple which holds the sonnet fast; it shows 
deSign, pattern, iDecape. 
Inscape in its secODd meaning has no reterence bare, 8inoe 
there is no question 'of the outward unit.y 01' a natural body. 
In its third meaning it is the externalization of the torm. 
It is the piece of music, the picture, the poem. In a wont, the 
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the externa11zat.ion 1s the work of art.. We are not. in 'tille babi t 
., .. 
of thinking of a poem as a work of art. in soUDd,although this 
is act.ually the case. We speak as if onl)" music were this kind 
of art-obJect.. But the difference between a poem and a piece 
of music ia that the sounds of one hay. a meaning arb~trari17 
fixed to th .. , while the sounds of the other have not.. If the 
piece of DIl8ic be a song, the ditference is even less. For then 
., 
t,here is only the differenee between singing and spea1d.ng. In 
the beginniDg this difference too was not present, if the 
opinioD that or:lginal.ly all poetry was sung be correct. Lyrie 
poet.ry is so called, we think, beeaus. at. ODe time poetry was 
SUDg 1;0 the music of the lyre. That poetry was .. ant to be 
heard and. not read, Hopkins always had in mind. He tells 
Bridges that adverse crit.1ciam of l'h! lt2U st. .!ill! EurJlY.e. 
might arise from the fact that the poem was read only, and not. 
heard. As a warning he saySI 
To do the Eurydice ~ kind of justice yGU mst. not 
slovenly read it. with the eyes onl7 but with lOur .ars, 
as if the paper were declaimiDg it. at you. (3) 
Later be remarut 
, 
••• when, on someeme returnbg me the Eurxd1C~ I 
opened and read 80me lines reading, as one CODlllO reads 
Whether prose or verse, with the eyes, so to sq, onq, it. 
struck me aghast wi t.h a ldnd of raw nakedness and un-
mitlgated violence I was unprepared fort but take breath 
and read it. with the ears, as I always wish to be read, 
and my verse becomes all right. (4) 
I 

These outward virtues one can easily discover for tneself; 
and so we pass on to the sonnet lorty-.Q.DL (8) 
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No worst, tlIere is none. Pitche~.past pitch of grief, 
More" pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 
CoJlforter, where, where is your comtortiDg? 
JIary, mother .. us, where is your relief? 
ICY cries beave, herds-long, huddle in a main, a cbief' 
Woe, world-sorrow, 0:0. an age-old anyi! wiDee and sing--
Then lull, then leave off. Fury bad shrieked '110 liDg-
er1nglLet me be fellt toree I must be brief'. 
o the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of tall 
Frigb:t.ful, sheer, DO-maD-fathomed. 1Iold tllem cheap 
JIIq" who ne t er huDg there. Nor a..a long our small 
Dllrance deal with that steep or deep. Here I creep, 
wretch, under a comfort. serves in a Whirlw1nd:all 
Life death does end and each ~ die8 with sleep. 
The leiwthY analy'ais ot AP'roDlfA!. finds its oompenaa~ion now 
when the ana17ses to come can be oomparatively brief'. The form 
of this sonnet is mental anguish. While the sonnet oan be 
UDlerstood as an expression of spiritual anguish, sucb a mean-
ing is ratJler difficult to defend, and it is not nec.asar:r. I 
think tbat Hopldna would have been more definite had he in-
tended such a form. It is doubt:tnl that he would have personi-
tied F\J.r7, as it is not his habit to connect with hie 
religiou8 and spiritual lite these purely pagan concepts •. Then, 
even in great spiritual desolation, 1Iopldns would be the tir8t 
to realize tha~ there is hope founded on the mdey of' God, bnt 
this sonnet ends in a mood which can be called resignation at 
best, and at worst, despair. 
I 
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The :torm i tsel:t is simple, but in this sonnet it UJ;ader~ •• 
great elaboration, and becomes quite intricate. '!'he unity of th 
form can be overlooked because o'f this elaboration. The details 
however, are unified by the explicit expression of _utal 
anguish at .the begiming o'f the sestft: As one 'follows the poet 
through the octet, the ideas o'f pain, comtort, relie:t, sorrow, 
cries, the attack of the Fury, crowd upon him in chaos. These 
.. 
things can be unitied, but it is not until the sestet begins 
that unity 1s given. With the exclamation, '0 tbe miDd, m1Dd 
has mountaiDs', the relationships of the details are given them. 
The crie. become expressions o:t his anguish; the pleas :tor com-
tort and relie:t have a reason. The details of the octet :tall 
backward into order as the sestet spreads :torward. Whereas 
in the AJ!dromeda unity is achieved by the bal.a:nce between a 
person or state and its counterpart, here it is gotten by 
.. -
spreading the parts o't the :torm fan-like 'from a center, to which 
they look back. The unity of the :torm is the unity of ineeape 
in its first meaning. 
Of' the outward inscape we note immediately a more im-
passioned externalization of the form than was found :l.n the 
AndromePA. The passion appropriately clothes the form, for 
while in the pdromeda there was a surety for victory which 
would have made folly of rile! utterance, here there seems to be 
no surety. All 1s in doubt. So when he does break forth it is 
rightly int.o· superlatives, questions, gigantic comparisons. 
I 
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rbetoric of this sonnet, as so often in his work, goes b~k 
~e root of the word; it seems to flow, to burst forth. 
This chapter will close with T0l!l's Garlaw • 
.tandal'd structure with two coaas. 
Tom's Garlanda 
upon the Unemployed 
It is a sonnet 
1'0 ... - garlanded with. squat and surly s'tlitel 
Tom- then Tom's fall.owbootf'ellow piles pick 
By him and rips out rockf'ire homeforth-- sturd1' Dick; 
Tom Heart-at-ease, Tom Navvy: he is aJ.l for his meal. 
sure, 's bed now. Low be it: lust1q he his low lot (feel 
fhat ne'er need h'ii'qrer, Tom; Tom seldom Si:t . 
Seldomer heartsore; that threads through, ckproof, thick 
Thousands of thorns, thoughts) swings tbiNgh. COJllDOmt'eal 
Little I reck hoI J.&Cklevel in, if all had bread: 
What' Country is hcmour enough in all us-- lor~ head, 
With heaven's lights high hWW round, or, mo,ther-groUJJd 
!bat maDDOcks, mighty foot. But no way sped, 
.or mind nor mains'tfeqfth; gold go garlanded 
With, perilous, 0 no, nor yet plod sa:te shod sound, 
Unden1zened, beyond' bound 
ot earth's glory, earth's ease, all, no one, nowhere, 
In wide the world's wea1, rare gold, bolO. steel, bare 
In both; care, but share care--
This, by Despair, bred H~dog dull, by Rage, . 
Jlanwol:t, worse; and their packs inf'est. the age. 
!he tom cannot better be Wl't8Jlgled than in Hopldns' long 
, tor the poem. 
I laughed outright and often but very sardonicalq, to . 
think you and the Canon coni! not construe If13' last sonnet; 
that he had to write to ;you for a crib. It is plain I 
lIlat go no farther on this roach if you and he cannot. 
UDderstand me who will? Yet, decla1medl the strange con-structions would be Ciramatic and effect. vee Must I int.er-
pret it? It means then that, as St. Paul and Plato and 
Hobbes and everybody says, the commonwealth or well ordered 
human society is like one man; a body with JD8DY members 
and each its own ::fUnction; some higher, some lower, but 
r 
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all honourable, fDom the honour which belongs to th~ whole. 
The head 1s the sovereign, who has no superior but tiod and 
from heaven receives his or her authority: we must then 
imagine this head as bare (see St. Paul DIleh on this) and 
covered, 80 to sq, only with the sun and stars f of' v.hicn 
the crown is the sYmbol, which is an ornament bUt not a 
cover1ng; it has an enol"JlOUs hat or emll cap,_ ~e vault 
of heaven. The foot is the c!lqJ.apourer, and 't1l1s is armed 
with hobnail boots, because it las. to wear and be worn by 
the ground; which again is symbolical; for it is the 
nanies or daylabourers Who, on the great scale or in gangs 
aDd millions, maiDly trench, tunnel, bl&8~, and in other 
ways di'f'igure, 'JDaDI1lOck' the earth and, on a small scale, 
singly, and superticia.l.q stamp i~w1th their footprints. 
And the 'garlands' of nails they wear are theretore the 
visible badge of the place they till, the lowest in the 
cODlDODWealth. But this place still shares tJ1e COBlOD 
honour, and if it wants one advantage, glory or ptbllc 
fame, makes up tor it by another! ease ot mind, absence of' 
care; and tllese things are sYJDbo ized by' the gold and the 
iron garlands. (0, once explained, bow clear it all i81) 
Therefore the scene of the poem is laid at evening! when 
they are giving over work and one after another pi e their 
picke, with whIch they earn their livi~J and swing off 
home, knocking sparks out of mother eartll not now by labor 
and of' cboioe but by the are tooting, being stroDgShod 
and makiIlg no hardship of hardness, taldng all. easy. And 
80 to supper and bed. Here comes a violent but eUect;1 ve 
hyperbato.n or suspension, in which the action ot the mind 
mimics that of the labourer-- surveys his lo~, low but .Mo 
:tree from care; then by a sudden strong act 'tJ)rOW8 it,· 
over the shoulder or 1;osses it awq as a light ma:tter •. 
The witnessing of which lightheartedness makes me indignant 
with the fools of Radical Levellers. But presentq I 
remember that this is all very well for those who are in, 
holniYer low in, the COIIIIlOnwealth and share in a:ny wa:y the I 
Common weal; bUt that the curse of our time is that D'laDY 
do not share it, that they are outcasts from it and have 
neither security nor splendour; that they share care with 
the high and obscurity with the low, but wealth or com-
fort with neither. And this state of things, I sq, is 
the origin of Loafers, Tramps, Cornerboys, Roughs, 
Socialists and other pests of society. And I think that 
it is a. very pregnant sonnet and in point of execution 
very highly wrought. Too much so, I am afraid. (9) 
For a complete understanding of the poem, there needs only to b 
noted further that 'f'eel tbat ne'er need hunger' in lines 5 and 
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ditticu1t, but obscure. For even when one has been to14. that it 
means that 'all [members o't the COJllJlOnwealth] are honourable., 
from the honour Which belongs to the wh01e', on repe.tins the, 
poem it is necessary to rem_ber from the outside What the sen-
tence means. From the words alone ~'"mean1Dg might be guessed; 
bUt it i8 in no way certain. The words are not, ot course, a 
poetical 8IDb1gui 1,1', in Which the poet may mean two d1:f':f'erent ,. . 
things and probably intends the reader to t.ake both. It is a 
question here either of getting the o~ meaning, or none at all, 
and since the only meaning must be arrived at bT a guess, the 
sentence constitutes not merely a di:f':f'icul:f:,y, as I say, but a 
gemine obacuri 1,1'. With such Uiportant parts of the fora unsure 
and iDappreheDSible, the poem is a tailure. 
Before delivering the adverse judgment with fiDal.it1', the 
condemned should be allowed to speak for himself'. ConcerniDg-
Hp.rry Plowd.,p, a poem which seems to bear the marks both ot 
success and ot tailure, Hopkins speaks of his difficulties. 
Barry P~oup'hgm was the poem next to be written after .om· s 
qarlan4. Both poems are dated irom Dromore, (Ireland), September, 
'87. And indeed it seems that What he has to say of Harry 
Pl9ner'h!!!ftD can be applied not only to .98' s Gar]'. bec:ause of 
ci*UJDStanc'es,ot time, but also to the whole body ot his poetrT, 
because he shows in all ot it the same problem which he here 
explains to Bridges. 
I 
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Chapter Five 
Binsey Poplars (19) and lPYersnaid (33) 
In the selection of turther poems, for ana~sis certain 
.... , 
desines have hampered the choice. First, I wished no more 
sonnets. Then, poems were sought which were as much as possible 
purely 'nat.ure-poems', that is, poems ip which irrational 
creatures are not considered in their relations to God or man. 
(To have one without some relationship to the poet at least is 
impossible.) Lastly, I looked for poems Which are short enough 
to quote. It goes without saying that poems were to be taken 
:£'rom his completed work only. Thus hedged about it seems that 
these two poems, which are good 'though by no means his best, are 
the only possible Choices. 
Binsey Poplars 
felled 1879 
JJJy aspens/dear, Whose airy cages quelled, 
QUelled or quenched in leaves the leaping sun, 
All felled, felled, are all felled; 
ot a tresh and following folded rank 
Not spared, not one 
That dandl.ed a sandalled 
Shadow that swam or sank 
On meadow and river and wind-wandering weed-winding Qank. 
o if we but mew what w. do 
When we delve or hew--
Hack and rack the growing greenl 
Since country is,80 tender 
To touch, her being so slender, 
That, lilte this sleek and seeing ball 
But a prick will make no eye at all, 
Where we, even where we mean 
To mend her we end her, 
I 
When we hew or delve: 
Mter-comers cannot guess the beauty been. 
Ten or twelve, only,ten or twGve 
Strokes of havoc unselve . 
Th. sweet especial scene, 
Rural scenel a rural scene, Sweet espec a1 rural scene. 
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The form which Hopkins has here externalized is . the failure of 
men to appreciate beauty. The Wrst of personal sorrow over the 
des'trtlction of nature' s beautifUl. thingQ leads him natur~ 
to think that men must be blind and dull-witted not to see what 
they are doing. They destroy beautital things so lightly. It 
1s wise that his own feeling, which is an intellectual. pasSiOR 
as well as a sensi tin, was not let absorb the whole poem; for 
it is such an emotion as will find few sympathizers, legitimate 
as it may be. Cons~~tng its object, it is too intense for 
most, although his sorrow in B1:Dsey P2P1ar8 i. mch mare under 
his control than is the same f'eeling which he records in hi. .-
Journal in 1873. Hopld.ns was at ltfanresa House, Roehampton. 
April 8-- The aahtree growing in the corner of the garden 
was felled. It· was lopped tirst: I heard the sOUDd and I 
looldDg out and seeing it maUled there came at that moment 
a great pang and I wiShed to die and not to see the ~ 
scapes of the world destroyed ~re. (1) 
. 
It is proper that so pa1ntu.l a gri~ over the destruotion of a 
mere tree, one might say', should not be the theme of' a poem. 
For, after all trees as aDy other irrational thing are tor the 
use at man. '!'he more deeply' such a pang pierces the more ex-
clusively' personal the sentiment becomes, the more it removes 
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might have done t'h&tV'ery thing which grieves him. To do this 
.' he rightly pre~ed" led us on to the torm he rea.J.q aimed at. 
The apparent dispropption becomes in fact the most apt pro-
portoion. 
. .... The meaning of lIle form is the first point; the next is the 
poemfs unity. On thIs question it is necessary to discover 
whether HopkinS baa liven relationships to., divers"e things, not 
whether they have rela.tions in thelilselves without the action ot 
the poet. The divert ties which m.lce up the essence of the form 
are grief', beautifult.h1.ngs o't nature, their destruction, and 
'tal lure to appreoiatt the beauty. A ~on between these lIQuld 
have to be e:f'tect4d, a deep and clear apprehension of the 
beauty o't t.hose thiD!a. This would put order among the parts, 
and indeed a nece.Wf order. For destruction o't beauty, 
'talling upon joy in !tauty, begets a spontaneous grief which 
DB1' be ~ ca:Lled lIleir offspring. This in turn fathers the 
regret that beauty 11 so widely unseen. Without fetching-'tar 
an explanation, the IIlscape o't this poem can be said to be built 
up out o't the percep\lon o't beaut.y and beauty's chance 
destruction. 
In this parapbl'lae the poem f s 'torm. has been put. into its 
simplest terDl8; but i&re, as alway's, it is wrQught out in some 
detaU and complexiV. Hopldns facets the 'torm by individual,.. 
izing it in the as~., by a description of the living trees in 
the sunlight, by lam!at1ng in general the killing of growing 
r 
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things, by a comparison. The development shows nothing 
. ~ 
extraordinary in the process. But it serves the very use:f\11pu.r. 
pose of clarifying and d •• pening our perceptioD of the beauty 
he sees, and consequently of _alling forth in us a reaJ.ization 
of our failure to see the beauty that. we are able so lightly to 
destroy. 
The externalization of this.form ~ht logical~ be ~ 
pected to take an arbitrary turn. It does. The poem i8 divided 
into ",wo stanzas of d1f'f"erent and wilful construction. With 
reference to the verse-structure it becomes impossible, as is 
not the case with the sonnets, to fashion any criticism out of 
traditional and established principles for a particular eaternal 
structure. We can do no more than seek for general excellence8, 
those which all verse ought to have in common, and for the 
adaptation of the excellences to the form. 
The general virtues are obvious enough. For their adapt-
ation,-recall that the outward inscapes ot poetry are inscapea 
ot sound. We see that in the sounds ot this poem there is a 
delicacy and a mixture of irregularity with regularity which 
are appropriate to the form. It may be that the thought ill now 
treading ways that lead to the wilderness of purely subj ective 
opinions. Despite this, it seems right to say that such words 
as 'airy', 'dandled', 'delve', have sounds which are imitative 
of the lightness of the aspens. The quivering quality which 
these sounds give the poem make it a lo~ onomatopoeia. and the 
I 
. ~egular patterns of rhyme (perhaps a contradiction), as~~nanc 
.. ,nd rhytbm fit well with irregular nature, which is part of the 
to't"IIJ. They are also adapted to the grief in the form. This 
. ,18-£ should be characterized as pathetic rather than tragic. 
A pathetiC grief would have for its ob~_~t some irrational thing 
or, touching rational be1Dgs, a calamity which is not irremedi-
able, while a tragic grief would be direc~ec:t towards an 
irremediable calamity touching human l.ift.The irreparable 
disaster, it seems, is alv~s connected either direct~ or i~ 
directly with the destruction of an actually or potentially' 
t personalit.y, and tbe destruction itself of such a perso~ 
ality would of course be eminent.ly tragic. This distinction 
1s meant to mark off the difference between a sorrow which in 
world can receive its compensation and one that cannot. 
Frequently we associate some quality of tremulousness with tbe 
thetic emotions, and it is for this reason that the irregular-
ity in sound and rhythms of the externalization is consistent. 
th the grief of the form. 
The unity between fom, which mq be called the internal 
.uatiUAl:,e, and the outward inscape lies in that the diverse th1rJgs, 
ideas and tbe language, are related to each other as a copy 
its original. The flow of the emotion is copied by the flow 
language, and in this imitation irregularity plays the 
part. 
I 
Inversna.id 
This darksome burn, horseback brown, 
His rollrock highroad roaring down, 
In coop and in comb the fleece of his· toam 
Flutes and low to the lake talls home. 
, f 
A. windpuff-bormet of' taYfJPf'ri>th 
Turns and-tw1ndles over th, br~ 
Of a poo1 so pitchblack, fell-frowning, 
It rounds and rounds Despair to drowniJ:g. 
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Degged with dew, dappled with dew 
Are the groins ot the braes that ~he brook threads througq 
Wiry heathpacks, flitches of tern, 
And the beadbonney ash that sits over the burn. 
What would the world be, once bereft 
Of wet am. ot wildness? Let them be left, 
o let them be le:rt, wildness and wet; 
Long live the weeds and the wilderness yet. 
The f'orm of' Inversnaid is almost the opposite ot that in Binsey 
Poplars. Here it is joy in nature, and quite importantly in the 
wildness of nature. Hopkins preferred the beauty of nature in 
her vdldness to the beauty of nature triJJJned and planned. He ... 
is writiDS ot somethiqJ very dear to him. It is with greatest 
delight that he observes the untamed beauty of mountains and 
the heedless changing of clouds. There is much of this in his I 
sIourw4, and some years before the writing ot pxversnaid 
Hopkins had spoken to Bri~es of a poem on the same theme, which 
he said was then in composition. 
I have two sonnets soa.kiIJg, ••• and something, if I cd. only 
seize it, on the decline of wild nature, beginning somehow 
like this--
o where is it., the wilderness, 
The wildness ot the wilderness? 
Where is it, the wilderness? 
and ending--
And wander in the wilderness; 
In the weedy' wilderness, . 
Wander in the wildern..... (2) 
The poem was never made, unless this be it, but the lave of 
wildness comes up again in DI8DY anotber~oem, as Hurrah1rc is 
Harvest and D.! JinQhoyer. 
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The .1 01' that Hopkins takes in the burn is so obvious that 
the note of fear which is sounded in the last st.anza comes per-
haps as a surprise. It would not be so to one who had read ot 
his intention to write on the decline of wild nature, or to one 
who had read Binse;r Poplar!; but every reader of the poems 
cannot expect. to be acquainted with the se. What ot their re-
..... 
action? Is the note of fear inharmonious? It is not. If one 
but adverts to that very common triok of the mind by Which we 
think of and fear the dissolution of happiness when in the very 
midst of happiness, the last. stanza is seen to come quite 
logical.ly. It is a cont.rast to the form; it lights up the Joy, 
rather than c1. ouds it. As a contrast it has a natural re~tion 
to the form, and so unity and order are not broken. 
The dread that the world might be bereft of wet and 9f 
wildness may justly be put down as part ot the form. This was 
not done because it seems that the poem would remain substantial~r 
I 
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intact if this thought were omitted. SUch could not be the case 
4' 
if the dread were part of the form, that is, a thought v.Ilich is 
essential 'to the poem. However, the point is not to be insisted 
upon. It is too trivial to be made a source of disagreement • 
. 
.... 
The form is externalized in a way that is t\1ndamentally the 
same as that of Bipsey Poplars. First comes a deSCription; 
then the poet.s own thoughts. The dese¥iption in lnIerSPaid is 
the important thing, which was not 80 before. So that we '11J8.Y' 
share the poet's joy the beauty of the brook is piot,ured, and to 
this is devoted most of his short time. If Hopkins has 
sufficiently recreated the burn, there i8 no need to speak of 
joy; nor does he speak of it. The little 'that comes from him 
directly is tinged with fear. The joy, while plain to be seen, 
is lett unsaid. We know it by implica'tion. 
. ... 
First among 'those circumstances from which we imply the joy 
is the long and happy descrip'tion of the burn. This we have just 
noted. There is next the movement of' the verse. It is ligh't 
and sure. Although 'there is a great variety of metric feet, the 
movement is unbroken. The rhytbm in 1 ts swiftness 1111 tates the 
burn, and in its flow, the settled emotion of the poet. In this 
e have a contrast to B1nseyPoplar,. Again, the verse 1s 
filled with alliterations and onomatopoeia, this mos·t alli'ter-
at1ve of his poems. By this time, one must realize that these 
are favorite device with Hopkins. They are short and swift at 
I 
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times; again, as here, they are prolonged. Their power .of 
appealing to the emotions is very great, and that power is calle 
upon here. Their aptness in speaking of a brook is the link 
Which justities the implication of joy, and which constitutes 
. 
the harmony' between the form and the ~identals. 
With the analysis of Inversna1~ this thesis can be brought 
to its end. There is no need to multiply instances, since the 
line Which these analy •• s take has been shown and if more be 
desired one will find that they are rearely difficult to make. 
· ... 
/ 
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Notes to Chapter Five 
1) H9l!-boog.iDS Papers, . P. 174. 
2) Letters l2 Bri~el, pp. 73-74. 
. ... 
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Chapter Six 
Conclusion 
.' 
This thesis undertook to explain the meaning anlItalld use of 
inscape. The meanings, we find trom Hoph"Ds' wr1tilWlngs, are 
tbrees The internal principles ot natural bodies; tit the external 
appearances o't natural. bodies; and tbe har:lfony of paJllle.rts of 
artificial things. The first and third meanings wer.ure amplified 
and explained in chapters two and three. In the exp:q:planation of 
the tJlird meaning, the intellectual part of an artif':tt.i'icial object. 
was not attended to. It was let wait until the secollo:ond halt of 
the thesis had been entered upon, because it was not tit neeessary 
to advert to it before that time. Since the intell.ec&_ectual eleman 
of artificial bodies corresponds to the internal prirIl·inciple. of 
natural bodies, the two were equated, and the inteller.~ectual 
element spoken of as if it were 1nscape in its first tt meaning. 
This is licit; tor, although they are not identical :I. in meaning, 
nevertheles8 the relation o't the idea 1.0 the medium :I. in arti-
ficial bodies is so like the relation ot form to mat1:tttter in 
natural bodies that we may call the idea and mediua :fl - form and 
_tter. To complicate this further, let us look at:n it from 
another angle. '!'he principles of external unity in IIII DIlsie and 
painting, which we saw in chapter three, are closely vy connected 
With the intellectual part of artificial objects, anclmd this is 
leen from the tacit assumption that the artist is cODItX>ucerned with 
I 
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~t.ernals because they are the means. of his having his sq •.• , 
rhere is besides a necessity for an intellectual part in art, 
,bich is founded on the very nature of the artist and spectator 
as men. The harmony of parts, therefore, which is meant by 
lnscape in its third meaning, and which i __ ape strives to pro-
suce in a work of art, can be taken as signifying the harmOIlY 
,f all parts, internal as well as external, intellectual as well 
• 
.. S sensible. This apparent confusion of meanings is really not 
so chaotic. They can be simply tabulated as follows: 
A 
~e internal. prin-
:1ples of natural 
)odies. 
&: (The intellectual 
)art of artificial 
)Odies. ) 
Meanings of Inscape 
B 
The external un! ty of 
natural bodies. 
C 
The harmoJl1' of ex-
terna1 parts of' an 
artificial body. 
or 
(The harmolV" of al 
parts, iIIternal 
external, of an' 
artificial bodT.) 
(f one accepts the parenthesis umer A, the parenthesis is 
irossed out under C, and the meaning of inscape for works of art 
.8 made up out of C and the parenthesis under A. If one accepts 
he parenthesis under C, it is crossed out under A, and the 
larenthesis under C is taken for the inscape of works of art. 
hichever one does, they come to the same thing in the end. 
Finally, according to what was explained in chapters two 
nd three, inscape in its broadest sense, which includes all 
ther meanings, is the prine iple of unity in a body. 
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In the second part, the attempt was to show through .~he . 
analYsis of five poems how the intellectual element governs the 
sensible, how the sensible is appropriated to the intellectual, 
and how the complete poem becomes a unit because of the harmony 
of parts, because of the joining of dilll: .. sities. The most con-
venient point to which these functions of the intellectual and 
sensible parts of a poem, or any work of art, can be directed is 
.. 
the efficient cause of the poem, the agent who joins together' 
the diversities. 
Every artist has a number of tasks to accomplish in his 
chosen field. He must learn to understand the medium with which 
he works: what can be done with it, what cannot; what it can do 
best. He must learn to control the medium, 'to be its master. 
He must learn to express in the medium. ~nd lastly, he must 
learn to adapt the medium to his own mind and desires. These _ 
tasks can be called problems for solution, obstacles to be 
surmounted, or goals to be achieved. All the tasks will be 
accomplished by a good artist, and except in the case of the I 
last, the accomplishments of all artists will be much the same. 
It is in the adaptation of the medium to his own mind and wishes 
that one artist mostlY differs from another. Each one will 
achieve a peculiar inscaping in the works of art he produces; 
will achieve that 'individually-distinctive beauty of style' 
which Hopkins sought. 
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A distinctive style is commonly thought to beoe an inevitable 
40' 
and unconscious outcome from the artist's distincttctive mind and 
personality. And this is true in large measure. An artist Who 
sets out deliberately to copy the work of a maste~er will find 
that no matter how faithtul he has been iJW copy 11 is different 
trom the original. No good artist tries such slavv&vish imitation 
except as a practice aercise. Yet there are compqnparatively few 
• who go to the opposite extreme to which Hopkins deeIedicated h~ 
self when he said that "the effect of studying .s-8.l.sterpieces is 
to make me admire and do otherwise" (1). With thi!&is ideal, a 
poet, painter, or 1lIlsician, who is also a genius," will tap and 
set free in his art resources hitherto unlalown or :. neglected. He 
~ even form, as they say, a new school. 
Hopkins had no intentions of forming a school r 1, al though the 
avowed indebtedness to him of certain contemporary v:Y poets may 
.... 
ave invested him with that dubious and (thank God:bd) posthumous 
onor. He did think, however, that many resources a s of his 
language had been forgotten and unexploi ted. He a't'$availed himself 
ot the se, and a reading of but a few of his poems v will show that 
in their use he had mastered all the tasks which a.:rsare the artist's 
lite's work. 
Of the tasks it seems that the adaptation of t the medium and 
echnique to his own mind and purposes was the ha.rOTdest. For he 
oUnd that his intellect was keenly alert to the inJ:1ndividuali ty 
t things, and he desired to express this individueuality in his 
I 
poems. His sonnet on individualities, no. 34, praises u.ch 
oreature that like a bell 'finds tongue to fling out broad its 
name' (2). 
Each mortal thing does one t;tling and the same: 
Deal.s out that being indoore 4"'each one dwells; 
Selves-- ~oes itself, ~selt it speaks and spells, 
Crying !bn ! .2g 11 mu for thAlc 1 came. (3) 
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Hopkins seems to have realized that hietmarked awareness of the 
individual thing was unique. When he found a confirmation and. 
logical defense of the positive reality of individuality in the 
works of Duns Scotus, he seized it happily and made it his own. 
The reality given to being by matter and form did not impress 
bia, for alone it explains the reality of essence only, and 
essence only, as we saw in chapter two, is not individualized. 
It is Scotus t positive individualization of essence by assert-
ing a principle which embraces the whole composite that made h:La 
philosophy so congenial. to the poet's mind. 
Scotus • individuation is a development of, and a complement 
to the theory of matter and form. Hopkins could not have 
accepted one without the other. Matter and form. had of course 
been part of his study of cosmology during the period of his 
philosophical studies in the Society of Jesus at StO~hur8t from 
1870 to '73. SCotus' treatment of it he found out for himself 
during this same time. With this discovery he had a fairly 
complete statement in scholastic philosophical terms of the 
""'AIUlnA hA lilA,., of n +.""'1\0'4 
I 
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Hopkins ,I job as an artist was to present inscapes ill> his 
poetry. It vwas to externalize the individual torm in an alien 
matt.er, t.o ex'xpress a theme in a medium. In the Andromfda he 
externalized _ the torm or inscape ot the union between Christ and 
the Church; :: in ~, his own soul under 1li.'-ts stress of mental 
anguish. The.e poem, Which is the embodiment ot a torm in matter, 
is an ettect ot the cause, and as such has some kim ot existeno 
,. 
in the poet 1:Ibetore its existence outside him. Otherwise, the 
poet could ne.ever externalize a form and 80 make a poem. One 
recognizes a'l"t once the absurdity of sqing that the existence 
ot a poem in the poet is the same as its existence out.aide him. 
one would havve to say literally that th. poet goes about with 
reams ot prirmted paper wi thin him. The poem I s pre@xistence 
cannot be cal:l.led actual; it must be virtual, that is, it 
pre@xists in the poet's power, or virtu., .ot conceiving the torm 
.. 
and of exterrmaliziDg the form in language. (4) Hopkins, as a 
poet, concei~ed and externalized reality in ter.ms ot inscape. 
La.~ee, the matter of a poem, has an actual existence I 
outside the Q>oet betore the poem is made. Each poet will use 
language in me. ditferent way, and sometimes, as in the case of 
> 
Hopkins, it wwrill be a st.rild.ngly difterent way. N'evertheles8, 
when the poettt expresses a theme, he is still working on matter 
already at heemd. But the torm. does not exist outside; it is in 
the poet's mi1::I.Dd as an idea (5). Hence when the poet external-
izes the :f'orJam. in matter he is producing a truly new effect, a 
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Notes to Chapter Six 
1) Letters ~ Bridges, p. 291. 
2) No. 34 of the poems, line 4. 
3) ~,lines 5-8 
4) st. Thomas, Summa Theologica, I, q. iv, art. ii, corpus. 
5) Ibid, I, q. xiv, art. viii, corpus. 
6) Letters ~ Br~es, p. 221. The ttebible posthumous sonnets (the term is Br dges') are nos. 40, 41, 44, 451 ~1 471. & 56. It is Bridges' conjecture tha'1# from 44, 40, 46, 47 & 
56 must be chosen A. f'our which Hopkins says 'came unbidden 
and against my will'. For the conjecture see the Poems, 
notes, p. 116. In a note on p. 221 of' the Letters, Abbott 
gives a different list to choose from, it seems on his own 
authority. 
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